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Address Rak Ghani Glass UAE 
P.O.Box.6672 
Ras Al Khamiah UAE

Country United Arab Emirates UAE

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Containers Glass packaging by GGL is shaped up with comprehensive quality assurance in line with all relevant International glass containers
manufacturing quality standards. At Ghani, we produce alpha (light weight) glass containers on international standards, acceptable world over in
renowned companies. The pharmaceutical glass containers manufacturing plants of Ghani were the first to implement GMP standards (good
manufacturing practices) which is the basic requirement of all pharmaceutical companies of the region. All glass containers being manufactured are in
strict adherence to internationally renowned manufacturing standards and procedures for safety and environment control.

Ghani Glass has also taken the lead to establish the first ever Class 100,000 Clean Room facility for pharmaceutical glass containers along with world
class automatic shrink wrap packaging setup. This ensures no man handling and ready bottles for filling lines.

Company Profile of Rak Ghani Glass UAE

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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